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Sarahs Tutorial by Emily Tilton When
Professor John Dunn moves to Corbins
Bend, hoping to live the spanking-centered
BDSM lifestyle for which he has always
yearned, he gets more than he bargained
for when his brilliant student Sarah
Harshaw sets out to seduce him. Sarah, in
turn, gets much more than she bargained
for when she finds herself taken in hand,
and loving it. Both John and Sarah know
that their torrid D/s relationship is wrong,
but both also know that they have found in
the other a true partner not just erotically,
but intellectually as well. Will their love
survive the trials that inevitably befall it
when Sarahs parents find out, and confront
John? Can Sarah convince John that she
knew what she was doing when she entered
his office even though wearing his collar
wasnt in her game-plan? Leading the Way
by
Constance
Masters
Zachary
Cunningham moved his family to Corbins
Bend when everything in their life seemed
out of control. In a DD relationship with
his wife Erin, he thought things had leveled
out now that they lived in a community
where everyone watched out for one
another and discipline was the norm.
Surely his family life could be more settled
now. Erin had never made friends easily
and in Corbins Bend she found it doubly as
hard. A little too hard on herself, she
ignored her mentor and any friendliness
from neighbors; so afraid of making a
mistake that she didnt try. Until her
husband insisted. Having convinced herself
she was doing what he wanted, she made
friends with a few ladies who liked to push
the envelope a little. From bowling to a
strip club to smoking a little weed, her life
was definitely a lot more fun, even if she
was hiding her activities from Zach. When
her husband and the board of Corbins Bend
discovered their indiscretions, Erin and her
friends found out what public discipline
really meant. When the discipline led to a
larger sense of security and more
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friendships than she could have imagined,
Erin began to understand that following
Zacharys lead truly was the way. For Ben
by Kate Richards Roy Simms is about to
make full partner in a big NYC law firm.
HIis wife, Teri, assures him that once they
reach their career goals, they can relax and
enjoy life...maybe even consider starting a
family. Hes not sure how much longer their
marriage can survive if they dont make
time for one another. One evening of
passion and spanking makes him ache for
the connection theyve almost lost. Teri
Simms doesnt understand why Roy needs
so much prodding to reach for the stars.
With his education and talent, he should be
senior partner long since. But hell get
there. Her own vice presidency occurred
only five years into her tenure with the
financial firm, and if it takes seventeen
hours a day and most of her weekends, so
be it. Roy will just have to continue to be
understanding.
A phone call from a
stranger will change everything. This
two-job-no-kids couple is a family, due to
the tragic death of Teris sister and brother
in law. They must fly immediately to
Corbins Bend, Colorado and take charge of
little Ben, almost four years old. The
change of scene brings to the forefront
everything good and bad about their
marriage. Its time to face some difficult
truths. Last Dance For Cadence by Maren
Smith
The
ad
read:
Full-time
housekeeper/nanny
position.
Live-in
preferred. References and experience
required. Salary negotiable. Apply in
person. Cadence Westmore knew she
wasnt qualified for the job, but for a
paycheck and an apartment, she was
determined to apply. As an ex-dancer with
two bad legs and no experience with
children, she expected to be turned down.
What she didnt expect was the instant
attraction she felt when Corbins Bends
resident doctor took her in his capable
hands.
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